SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Level 4
Communicative functions

Unit

New structures

New Vocabulary

1
Back to school

New
Comparative adjectives:
older, bigger, funnier, more
exciting, better/worse
than
Modifiers: quite, very,
really
Revision
Numbers 1 – 100
Ordinals
never, always, sometimes,
often

Making comparisons
opposite
(comparing tw things)
playground, just, strict,
science, art, maths, subject,
holiday, brand new, back
(at school), magic,
goldfish, panda, dolphin,
kangaroo, bear, whale,
wave, strong, everywhere,
circle, cloud, rain, world,
wet, Earth, Sun, Mercury,
Venus, Mars, Saturn,
Jupiter, Neptune, Uranus
shout, grown up, problem,
mobile phone, next
show-off, lucky

2
What’s new?

New
learn to, try to, start to,
forget to + infinitive
could, couldn’t
(past tense)
Revision
when clauses, with past
and present tense
Present simple, present
continuous, past simple
can, must
want to, would like to,
have (got) to + infinitive

Talking about what’s new
ooth, brush (v), tortoise,
how far, tried to, shy, join in,
a bit, interested, looks after,
grass, lettuce, cute, not yet,
internet, last Saturday
spoon, catch, surprised,
wonderful, news, both, job,
move away, a pity
online, sends, make up
(= invent), feed, keys, flat,
back (of the car), email
address, a long way, stay,
piece (of paper)

3
Choices, choices

New
Superlative adjectives:
the oldest, biggest,
funniest, most exciting,
best/worst
How big? How beautiful?
Revision
when clauses
which questions

Making comparisons
choices
(comparing more than
island, mountain, lake,
two things)
waterfall, building,
life, excited, left (v), miss,
to make a face,
TV programme, interesting,
agree, full, country, joke,
ant, mile, snail, anybody,
seed, plant (v), plant (n),
grew, sunflower, plant pot,
soil, water (v), watering can
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4
What’s the matter?

New
Shall I for offers &
suggestions
want someone to do
something
Revision
could, couldn’t
why, because

back, hurts, matter,
earache, toothache,
a stomach ache,
a headache, a cough,
a cold, a friend of mine,
apart from that, doctor,
dentist, carry on, shall,
turn off, perhaps,
to train (v), fetch, thirsty,
address, medicine, nurse,
I’m feeling, outside,
tomorrow, ouch!

Saying what hurts or
what’s wrong
Offering to help
Dealing with problems

5
In the city

New
how many/how much
Relative clauses with who,
which and where
Revision
Ordinals
Prepositions of place

city, ground (floor), above,
below, balcony, floor, wave
(v), friendly, couple, top,
you’d better, warm, bus
station, hospital, noisier,
shut, it doesn’t matter
bank, library, café, money
downstairs, upstairs, sports
centre, traffic, side

Saying where people live.
Talking about places in
town.
Comparing places.

6
Then and now

New
Comparative and
superlative adverbs:
more carefully, much faster;
x lives longer than y;
x runs faster than y.
How often …?
Dates (e.g. 1980)
Revision
Past and present tenses
never, always, sometimes,
often

daughter, son, grandfather,
grandmother,
granddaughter, slowly,
carefully, machines, quickly,
central heating, fire,
vegetables, inside,
important, invention,
danger, polar bear,
cut down, forest, air,
polluting, dying, sea level,
rising, already, waste,
electricity, group, save
(water), shower, recycle,
pick up, high, lion, fly (n),
bat, loudly, went wrong,
electric, running water,
mistake, competition,
land (v), far, further,
furthest, easily, corner,
triangle, exactly, neatly

Talking about the
environment
Comparing the past and
the present
Expressing opinions
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7
A weekend visit

New
infinitive for purpose
What … for?
What about/
How about + -ing
can for permission
Revision
Comparative adjectives
Prepositions

Suggesting, discussing
post (v), catch (a train)
and deciding what to do
arrive, fridge, journey,
stairs, lift, bus stop, shower,
keep, basement, cage,
I don’t mind, It’s up to you
department store, food hall,
(table tennis) bat
poor, same old
hide and seek, awake,
fall asleep

8
Fancy dress

New
cup of, bottle of, box of,
glass of, bag of, bowl of
Revision
Present Simple
Past Simple

Describing appearances
fancy dress, dress up,
cowboy, of course, princess, Saying what people are
dressed up as
pretty, neck, pick, mask,
hope, cups, turn into,
alphabetical, astronaut,
take off, mask, weird, ghost,
lime, bowl, costume,
blow bubbles

